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• Changing role of the CFO

• Q&A

Today’s Topics



In less than 72 hours, even the most traditional companies 
transitioned from office-based to working from home.

• Initial focus was “keeping the lights on”

• “Work” became redefined.

• Companies were forced to develop a new playbook to survive during the 
pandemic.

What Has Just Happened?



Transitioning From Now

Changes brought about by the pandemic are so fundamental that 

reverting back to the old way of operating is not a reality.

• Acceleration of change (2020 became 2025 overnight)

• Opportunity to move from survival mode to imagining a whole new 

business model 

“…CEOs are telling us that there is no turning back…”



OPERATIONAL

• Redeployed talent

• Pivoted production

• Shifting operations

• Multiplied productivity

• Launched new business models

STRATEGIC

• Removed boundaries & silos; flattened organizational structure

• Accelerated decision making

• Increased time in direct connection with teams

• Adopted new technology overnight!

Success During COVID – Acceleration in Speed



Post Pandemic Future – Four Big Trends

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/organizing-for-the-future-nine-keys-to-becoming-a-future-ready-

company



Pandemic offers once-in-a-generation opportunity for change

• Uncertainly is the next normal: what is working now (speed, information, 
collaboration) will continue to drive your performance in the future.

• Growth is a speed game: as past recessions show, the winners are those who 
innovate fast, make bold moves and rapidly reallocate resources.

• Talent market is flattening and democratizing: remote working means geography 
is no longer a constraint and top talent is already leaving orgs with bad cultures 
and slow responses.

• It may not be affordable to wait: cost pressures have intensified making it critical 
to drive efficiency and operate with a lean core.

• Momentum is here (for now): leaders see the art of the possible and employees 
have their eyes open to sustainable ways of working. Slipping back to old 
behaviors will be difficult to recover from. 

Act Now to Redesign Your Operating Model



The Right Business Model for the Next Normal 

Reimagine 
Structure

Readapt 
Talent

• Accelerate decision speed

• Install new normal working model

• Learn to facilitate remote work

• Simplify structure – remove layers

• Inject agile teams

• Align critical roles to your most important priorities

• Equip leader to lead change, make faster & better decisions

• Develop your workforce’s ability to execute at speed

Rewire 
Processes



PROCESS 
AUTOMATION



Last Gasps of Analog Work

• “Pandemic pivot” exposed processes that most needed to 
change - manual, analog processes that relied on a people 
and paper.

• Companies saw that processes that were already digitized 
transitioned to the work from home (WFH) model seamlessly 
while manual, paper-based ones did not.

• Well-designed, digital processes are resilient, agile and 
transparent.



• Acceleration of digital work will change every department and discipline

• Digitalization has brought about a wave of new processes that are:

✓ Automated

✓ Integrated 

✓ Cloud-enabled

✓ Mobile-first

Leave No Process Untouched



Financial Process Automation



Automation Benefits



Automation Challenges



Case for Automation

“The initial case for automation may have been built on efficiency gains and savings, but for 
many firms, as we have seen, the longer-term goals are more far-reaching. Improving the 
customer experience, delivering better insights to the business, redeploying staff to focus 

on higher value activities—these are objectives that speak of finance transformation. 

But how do companies reach each milestone, and who leads the way?”



REACHING THE MILESTONES 

IT ALL STARTS WITH THE DATA



What is Data Analytics?

AICPA Definition 

Data analytics uses raw facts and statistics to analyze trends and 
patterns, identify anomalies or extract other useful information to reach 
conclusions and see opportunities. It’s about using information to make 
data-driven decisions.



Types of Analytics



Analytics – The Benefits

• Better decision-making backed by data

• Increased profits through increased revenue and cost reductions

• Improved operational performance and customer experience

• Increased customer retention and acquisition 

• Improved ability to identify risks and potential fraud



Industry-Specific Use Cases



What is a Dashboard?



Visualization/Analytics Platforms



Common Reasons for Dashboards

DASHBOARD

Too many 
spreadsheets

Too many data 
sources

Manual reporting



Good Dashboard Example



Bad Dashboard Example



Case Study #1 – Monthly Financial Reporting to 
Board



Case Study #2: Key Performance Indicators



Case Study #2: Key Performance Indicators



1. Figure out what you’re trying to solve – pinpoint one or two 
challenges to start.

2. Start small and prove your success one project at a time.

3. Tell the story and present the data in a manner that is easy for 
everyone to understand – i.e. dashboards and visualizations.

How Do I Get Started with an Analytics Project?



WHO LEADS THE  WAY? 
THE CHANGING ROLE OF THE CFO



The Innovative CFO: Driving Value



Optimizing the Role of the CFO

• The CFO’s role is to enable the enterprise to effectively execute its strategic vision by providing 

a high performing finance function that integrates operations, finance, accounting, reporting 

and performance management. 

• The innovative CFO maximizes the value of the finance function through the alignment of 

strategic objectives with the planned design of the business model. 

• Creating a business case for innovative change that supports your desired future state begins 

with assessing your current functional operating model and evaluating your strategic goals.

Process 

Activities
Analysis

Strategic 

Business 

Making



Innovation in 
Automation



“We believe the winners in every market will be the companies that best understand 
the changing shape of work, that let go of legacy thinking and that fully embrace 
the opportunities created by the next normal.”

“The balance will shift for a priority and a speed around digital transformation 
that we’ve never seen before. This crisis has demonstrated that if you digitally 
transform, you’re prepared for these things. If you didn’t, you get stuck in the old 
world where the old world has changed and you’re no longer even able to operate.”

“Business models will have to be rethought. There is so much waste in every 
system”

Parting Thoughts….



FOCUSED ON YOU



THE SHAREHOLDER MOUNTAIN: 
Balancing Risk, Values & Accountability
April 29 Forum 
9 – 10:30 am 

Join the Conversation with:

Tara Bahn, G5 Director of Shareholder 
Services, Clemens Family Corporation

Nellie DiPietro, G3 Shareholder, Virtual 
Service Coordinator, Lincoln Investment 
Planning, LLC

https://www.clemensfamilycorp.com/index.aspx
https://www.lincolninvestment.com/


THE BOARD MOUNTAIN: Balancing Accountability Between Shareholders & 
Management
May 27 Forum 9:00 – 10:30 am
Dave Griffith, Board Chair, Modern Concrete ADD EPISCOPAL BACK IN
Julia Klein, 3rd Gen Owner, Chairwoman, and CEO, CH Briggs

THE MANAGEMENT MOUNTAIN: Strategy, Culture, &  Accountability
June 22 Forum 9:00 – 10:30 am 
Brandon Mc Vaugh, G3 President, Shareholder, Laboratory Testing, Inc
Jim Smucker, G4 President, Keim Lumber

THE ADVISOR MOUNTAIN: Herding Cats
September 23 Forum 9:00 – 10:30 am 

https://www.chbriggs.com/
https://www.labtesting.com/
https://www.keimlumber.com/

